The Olympic flame is an important symbol of the Games.

Complete this paragraph using the words provided in the box below.

The torch is lit in _____________________, in Greece as it was during the ____________ Olympic Games. It represents ___________, unity and _________________. The ____________ travels around Greece and then to the ________________ where the games will be taking place. It is passed from one ____________ to another during a relay. This year, the 2016 Summer Olympics torch _______________ began on 21st ___________ and ended on 5th ____________ in Rio de Janeiro, in ____________________ with the lighting of the ________________ at the opening ________________. The design of the Rio 2016 torch symbolizes Brazil’s main characteristics: its harmonious ____________________, its ________________ energy and its exuberant ________________.

relay / ceremony / diversity / Brazil / Olympia / friendship / cauldron / flame / April / contagious / bearer / ancient / country / nature / August / peace
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The Olympic Torch symbols

- floating segments
- athletes flying through air

Material
- recycled aluminium design

- the sky, the sun
- the gold medal
- the mountains
- the sea
- the ground
- Copacabana
- triangle texture for excellence, friendship, respect

1.5 kg